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We report the investigation into the three-body fragmentation of the triatomic molecules NH2 and CH2 via
the process of dissociative recombinationsDRd. Recently reported analysis of experiments into the DR of the
similar system H2O indicated that the DR process is violent, involving a large degree of geometrical change
and energy distribution from the initial attachment of the free electron by the parent ion to the final dissociation
step. Comparison of data from NH2 and CH2 with that of H2O gives a similar picture of the DR process,
though there are significant differences in the results, not only in the branching fraction between the expected
decay channels, but also in the distribution of the available reaction energy over the product hydrogen atoms
as well as in the molecular geometry at the point of dissociation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecules containing carbon and nitrogen are some of the
most important species in many areas of science, ranging
from laser physics to combustion, interstellar chemistry, and
biology. Carbon and carbon containing molecules play some
of the biggest roles in interstellar chemical physics. For ex-
ample, the production of carbon in stellar interiors via the
triple-a process is one of the most important reactions in
astrophysics, since without this process it is not possible to
create atoms heavier than helium. Furthermore, in studies of
molecular clouds, atomic carbon ions are used to determine
the electron number density as this cannot be determined
directly f1g. These data are then used to determine the col-
umn densities of critical species such as H3

+ f2–4g. Molecular
species containing carbon also play critical roles in planetary
atmospheres, with methane and its methyl and methylene
radicals being of considerable importance in the Jovian and
Saturnian atmospheresf5g.

For nitrogen, some of the most important species belong
to the ammonia family, i.e., NH3,NH2 and NH. The NH2
radical is important not only for testing the production path-
ways of nitrogen containing molecules, but also for its role in
processes such as electrical discharge in ammoniaf6g, a role
indicated by thea bandsf7g in spectra obtained from such a
process. These bands are also significant in astrochemistry,
since they are a major spectroscopic signature in cometary
atmospheres. NH2 was suggested to be an important con-

stituent in such regionsf8–10g, though it was only in 1993,
when van Dishoeck and co-workers detected NH2 in inter-
stellar spacef11g, that its pivotal role was confirmed. Fur-
thermore, NH2 has also been suggestedf12g to play an im-
portant role in the production of NH, whose spectroscopic
signature has also been observed in these environments
f13,14g.

In many regions which contain such molecular species
there is a high degree of ionization and, as such, there is a
constant production of ions and electrons. That there is a
significant degree of ionization is highly important, as one of
the most efficient neutralization processes for molecular ions
is dissociative recombination.

Dissociative recombinationsDRd is a reaction process in
which a molecular ion recombines with a low-energy elec-
tron, with the resulting intermediate then fragmenting into
neutral products taking away the excess internal energy. DR
is an extremely important mechanism in controlling the ion-
ization level of many media and results not only in the loss
of molecular ionic species but also in the production of dif-
ferent, mainly radical, neutral speciesssee, e.g., Refs.
f15–17gd. The rate coefficients and neutral product branching
fractions arising from such processes are necessary for un-
derstanding these environments.

One successful experimental technique extensively uti-
lized to study DR reactions is the ion storage ring. The use
and scope of ion storage rings in DR studies has been cov-
ered in depth in many reviews, with two of the most recent
being Refs.f18,19g. Of particular relevance, recent advances
in detector technology have enabled the accurate measure-
ment of the kinetic energy of the neutral fragments following
the DR of molecular ionsssee, e.g., Refs.f20–25gd.

The apparent simplicity of the DR process belies the dif-
ficulty in developing a general theory which is able to predict
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product branching fractions for polyatomic ions. There have
been relatively few attempts at a theoretical approach to un-
derstanding such mechanisms. The oldest models, developed
by Batesf26,27g argue that the most favored dissociative
channel is that which involves the least re-arrangement of
valence bonds in the molecule. This theory then predicts that
for ions of the typeXH2

+sH2X
+d, the most favored dissocia-

tion channel is likely to involve the loss of a single hydrogen
atom. However, to date all storage ring studies on the DR of
XHn

+-type ions show a propensity for three-body breakup. In
collisions of zero eV electrons with the ions H3

+ f28g, CH2
+

f29g, NH2
+ f30g, and H2O

+ f31g the three-body DR channel
constitutes 60–80 % of the reaction products.

This observation of the dominance of the three-body frag-
mentation channel from the DR of these species has, in the
last two years, led to more detailed investigations, discussed
in a recent review articlef32g. Up to now, experimental data
and theoretical descriptions have been reported for two spe-
cies in particular, H2O

+ and H3
+. The initial observations for

H2O
+, reported by Datzet al. f24g, were investigated using a

model developed by Dixonet al., see, e.g., Ref.f33g. The
results from this analysis and its comparison with the experi-
mental observations were reported by Thomaset al. f25g.
They concluded that multiple fragmentation was, indeed, the
dominant channel and a natural outcome of the model, and
not due to any unphysical constraint or assumptions of the
model. For H3

+, Strasser and co-workers developed a concise
statistical modelf34g in an attempt to explain the experimen-
tal observations reported by Datzet al. f28g. The results from
their model were in excellent agreement with the experimen-
tal observations up to collision energies of several eV.

In the work reported here, we have extended investiga-
tions of H2O

+ to studies of DR of NH2
+ and CH2

+. In the main
focus of this work, we report data on the competition among
the available three-body fragmentation channels and, using
the experience obtained from the earlier analysis of H2O

+,
try to understand the dynamic processes occurring. Finally,
due to a difference in the branching pattern reported from an
earlier experiment at CRYRING on NH2

+ f30g, compared
with the patterns for other ions of the typeXH2

+, an improved
experimental setup was used to re-investigate the fragmenta-
tion for NH2

+.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

For collisions between 0 eV electrons and NH2
+ and CH2

+,
Table I lists the available dissociation channels, together with
their respective kinetic release energies and, for the three-
body product channels, the possible electronic excitation
states of the heavy fragment, i.e., N and C, are also given.
The quoted NH2

+ reaction energies were calculated using the
latest measurement of the NH2 ionization energyf35g while
those for CH2

+ were calculated from data in the NIST data-
basef36g.

The DR of NH2
+ at 0 eV has three available reaction chan-

nels, producing NH+H,N+H2, and N+2H, respectively, and
are denoted as channelss1d–s3d. The latter of these reactions
creates twos2Sd H atoms together with either grounds4Sd,
first s2Dd, or seconds2Pd excited state N atoms, denoted as

channels 3sad–3scd, respectively. It is noted that the low ki-
netic energys0.14 eVd available to the fragments in channel
3scd might preclude their detection in the current experiment.
For CH2

+, together with the twos2Sd H atoms, there is suffi-
cient energy to form either grounds3Pd or first exciteds1Dd
state C atoms, denoted 4sad and 4sbd, respectively. Both
channels have sufficient kinetic energy to be detected.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiments have been performed at the heavy-ion
storage ring CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory,
Stockholm University. The facility and experimental proce-
dures have been described in detail elsewheref18,19,25g,
and are summarized only briefly here. Figure 1 illustrates the
layout of the CRYRING apparatus. The ions were produced
in a hot filament Penning discharge source, NH2

+ from am-
monia, and CH2

+ from methane. After extraction of the ions
from the source at 40 keV, they were mass selected, injected
into the ring, and accelerated to the required storage energy.
For the chemical-branching experiment the NH2

+ beam en-
ergy was 6.0 MeV. For the imaging experiments a beam
energy of 250 keV/amu was used, i.e., 4.0 and 3.5 MeV for
NH2

+ and CH2
+ respectively. The reason for using

250 keV/amu is discussed in detail in Ref.f25g. The stored
ion beam was merged with a monoenergetic electron beam in
the electron cooler, the interaction length being<0.85 m.
During the first 4 s after acceleration the electron and ion
beams were kept at the same average velocity, to allow heat
transfer from the ions to the electrons, in order to reduce the
translational temperature of the ions which results in an in-
crease of their phase-space density. Furthermore, such stor-
age times also enable radiative vibrational cooling of the
ions. The electron beam also served as a source of electrons
for the DR process.

Neutral products created in the cooler region were sepa-
rated from the ion beam as they passed through the first ring

TABLE I. List of relevant dissociation channels for collisions of
NH2

+ and CH2
+ with 0 eV electrons. The available kinetic energy is

given for each channel assuming that any molecular products are
formed in their electronic and rovibrational ground states. For the
three body channels, 3sad–3scd, and 4sad and 4sbd, the electronic
state of the heavy atom is also indicated. The energetics for NH2

+

were calculated using the latest ionization energy for NH2 reported
by Dyke f35g, while the energetics for CH2

+ were obtained using the
available data on the NIST webbookf36g.

Ion Neutral channel State and energy Channel number

NH2
+ NH+H 6.97 eV 1

N+H2 8.24 eV 2

N+H+H Ns4Sd, 3.72 eV 3sad
Ns2Dd, 1.34 eV 3sbd
Ns2Pd, 0.14 eV 3scd

CH2
+ C+H+H Cs3Pd, 2.45 eV 4sad

Cs1Dd, 1.19 eV 4sbd
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dipole magnet following the cooler. A surface barrier detec-
tor sSBDd, located<4.0 m from the center of the interaction
region, was used to investigate the chemical branching of
NH2

+, a technique discussed in detail elsewheressee, e.g.,
Refs. f28–31,37gd. Located a further 2.3 m downstream of
the interaction region is the position-sensitive multihit detec-
tor array used to investigate the three-body fragmentation.
This technique is also discussed in some detail in the litera-
ture f20–25g. It was not possible to use both detection sys-
tems simultaneously, and the SBD was retracted from the
detection region for the three-body dynamics measurements.

A. Investigating the branching fractions

The neutral particles from the DR event are monitored by
a SBD, the output of which, read by a multichannel analyzer
sMCAd card, is proportional to the energy dissipated in the
active region of the detector. Each fragment carries an energy
proportional to its mass. Detecting all of the fragments from
a DR event gives a maximum output signal corresponding to
the full-beam energy of the stored molecular ion. A lower
signal thus corresponds to the detection of fewer fragments.
Since the fragments from a single DR event arrive within the
integration time of the detector, the signal arising from an
NH fragment will be indistinguishable from separated N and
H fragments. Using a technique successfully utilized by
Berkneret al. f38g and applied to studies at storage rings by
Datz et al. f28g, a stainless steel grid, 50µm thick and con-
taining holes of 84µm diameterf39g is situated in front of
the SBD. The grid has a known, independently measured,

transmissionT=0.297±0.015 s3s uncertaintyd f37g. The
probability of a particle passing through the grid isT and for
it stopping in the grid iss1−Td. The number of counts in the
different mass/energy peaks when the grid is removed versus
when it is present is only related to the transmission of the
grid and the relative populations of the available reaction
channels. The branching among the available channels can
then be solved numerically from the measured intensities of
the different mass peaks.

The contribution to the detected counts arising from
non-DR processes in the “electron cooler,” for example,
electron-capture reactions with rest gassRd molecules, typi-
cally H2 and CH4, must be determined, e.g.,

NH2
+ + R→ N + H + H+ + R+ EseVd. s1d

At the end of one of the straight sections before the electron
cooler a scintillation detector, connected to a multichannel
scalersMCSd, is used to monitor the neutral products arising
from such interactions, the count rate being related to the
number of ions in the stored beam.

Data from thefDR + backgroundg andfbackgroundg pro-
cesses in the electron cooler cannot be obtained at the same
time. To account for the contribution of thesefbackgroundg
processes, the electron energy is tuned away from 0 to 1 eV.
The cross section for DR at this energy is sufficiently small
that the measured signal is mainly due to background pro-
cesses. For each of these two situations, MCA data are ac-
quired over a period of time corresponding to several hun-
dred injection cycles until the statistical error in the data is
acceptable. Simultaneously, the number of ions in the ring is
monitored as described earlier. Combining these data sets,
the fbackgroundg contribution to thefDR + backgroundg sig-
nal can be obtained and accounted for.

The relationship between the observed peaks and the in-
tensities of the available reaction channels is given by

1
NN+2H−bkg

NN+H−bkg

NN−bkg

N2H−bkg

NH−bkg

2 =1
T2 T2 T3

0 Ts1 − Td 2T2s1 − Td
Ts1 − Td 0 Ts1 − Td2

Ts1 − Td 0 T2s1 − Td
0 Ts1 − Td 2Ts1 − Td2

21N1

N2

N3
2 ,

s2d

where NN+2H−bkg, etc., corresponds to the background cor-
rected counts in each of the peaks in the spectra. The branch-
ing fractions into channelss1d–s3d, as listed in Table I, are
obtained by normalizing the solutions forN1,N2, andN3. For
example,

ni =
Ni

o
i=1

3

Ni

, s3d

whereni corresponds to the fraction going into channeli.

FIG. 1. Layout of the storage ring facility CRYRING. Ions are
created in a hot filament ion source, MINIS, with a 90° separator
magnet used for mass selection. The mass selected ions are then
injected in the ring at 40 keV and accelerated further to the required
beam energy, either 6.00 MeV for the NH2

+ experiment involving
the surface barrier detectorsSBDd and grid, or to 250 keV/amu for
the NH2

+ and CH2
+ experiments with the imaging detector. In the

electron cooler section the ions interact with electrons, the neutral
products enter the 0° arm and are detected. Monitoring of the num-
ber of NH2

+ ions in the beam, required for the work with the SBD,
is achieved using a scintillation detector positioned at the end of a
straight section before the electron cooler.
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B. Investigating the dynamics in three-body fragmentation

A schematic of the position-sensitive imaging detection
systemf23,25,40g used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 2.
The neutral fragments from a DR event hit a stack of three
microchannel platessMCPsd followed by a phosphor screen.
Light from the phosphor screen is split and imaged onto a
photomultiplier tubesPMTd and, via an image intensifiersII d,
onto a charge-coupled devicesCCDd camera. The PMT trig-
gers the II and the CCD camera, the CCD recording an im-
age of the phosphor screen. A software based spot-finding
routine provides information about the positions of the de-
tected flashes in the CCD frame. The interasting “neutral-
atom tagging” foil technique developed to differentiate be-
tween the heavier atomic fragment and hydrogen atom hits
on the MCPsf25g was also used here, and so the spots found
in the CCD frame can then be identified as to their fragment
source. In previous experiments, mostly on diatomic mol-
ecules, a position- and time-sensitive detector has been suc-
cessfully usedf22,23g. However, when used in the DR of
H2O

+, it was clear that this arrangement did not have suffi-
cient time resolution to allow such a clear selection to be
made for multiple particle fragmentationf25g. As such, for
the experiments reported here, data sets consisting only of
particle positions were recorded.

DR event selection is based on the following criteria: that
each CCD image contained three spots, and that one of the
spots corresponds to the heavy atom fragment, i.e., it appears
in the frame where the foil would be. Events fulfilling these
criteria are then fully characterized and, for each event, the
distances of the heavy and two H atoms from the center of
masssc.m.d were determined. Accepted events were analyzed
for the following experimental parameters:

TD = SdH1

2 + dH2

2 +
mX

mH
dX

2D1/2

s4d

wheredHn
and dX are the distances of the hydrogen atoms

and the heavier atom from the c.m., respectively, andmH and
mX are the masses of the hydrogen and heavier atom frag-
ments, respectively,

xD = /sH-c . m . -Hd, s5d

wherexD is the H-c.m.-H angle measured in the plane of the
detector with respect to the c.m., and

Psc . m . -Hid s6d

which is the frequency distribution of H atom distancessi
=1, 2d from the c.m., used to determine the partitioning of
the available kinetic energy between the H-atom fragments.

The displacements of the fragments from the c.m. in the
laboratory frame reflect directly the projected momenta of
the fragments in the molecular frame. “TD”stotal displace-
mentd then represents the energy measured in the plane of the
detector, and this varies according to the extent of the motion
out of the detector plane. The energy available in the process
and the internal energy of the fragment atoms determines the
kinetic energy release in the DR process, which is therefore
directly related to the maximum possible TD. Production of
an excited atomic fragment therefore means less available
kinetic energy than for ground-state fragments and a smaller
maximum TD. Increasing the energy available, either by
changing the collision energy or the internal state of the par-
ent ion, increases the maximum possible TD. It is noted that
since TD is roughly linear in the total displacement of, in
particular, the hydrogen atoms, the uncertainty is approxi-

FIG. 2. Schematic of the detector and data acquisition system. Light emitted from the phosphor is split and focused onto a photo
multiplier tubesPMT, Hamamatsud and image intensifiersII, Proxitronicd. Light from the output phosphor of the II is focused onto the CCD
chip in the camera. The output from the PMT is shaped by a CFD and used as a trigger for the II and the RAPTorsBitFlow Inc.d
frame-grabbing card which then reads the information on the CCD chip in the camera. The data acquisition computer controls the internal
frame-grabbing card via local bus.
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mately independent of its magnitude, and determined by the
quality of the imaging system. Finally, the demagnification
factor between the phosphor screen and the CCD camera was
determined for all of the imaging experiments reported here.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chemical branching from the DR of NH2
+ and the

competition between the three-body fragmentation channels
open to NH2

+ and CH2
+ are discussed here. In each of these

studies, data were taken at 0 eV relative collision energy.

A. Chemical branching

The data sets used to determine the populations of the
three available channels listed in Table I are plotted in Figs.
3 and 4. Figure 3 plots data obtained with the grid out. With
the electrons at 0 eVssolid lined, the DR peak is defined and
the energy scale calibrated. Those data obtained at 1 eVsdot-
ted lined, corresponding to background processes, are clearly
different from those arising from the DR process. Figure 4
plots the DR datassd, obtained with the partial transmission
grid in and corrected for the background processes. The ob-
tained best-fit solution to these data is also plottedssolid
lined in Fig. 4, with the inset in Fig. 4 illustrating the accu-
racy of the fit. These data are then used to solve the matrix
given in Eq.s2d for the Ni values, and the branching frac-
tions, obtained from Eq.s3d, are calculated to ben1
=0.39s5d ,n2=0.04s3d, andn3=0.57s8d.

It is noted that the system of equations represented in Eq.
s2d is overdetermined since there are five peaks but only
three reaction channels. Furthermore, as the total branching
must sum to 1.00 only two of the three channels need to be
solved. Different combinations of data were used to check
the reliability of the results and to obtain the quoted uncer-
tainties, typically at the 15% levelsrelatived. The largest con-

tribution to the uncertainty is the transmission factor of the
grid f37g.

These data correlate well with the earlier dataf30g which
reported no evidence of the N+H2 channel. The current
study finds only a 4% population of this channel, even after
very careful analysis and without the partial detection diffi-
culties encountered in the earlier study. Irrespective of the
experimental uncertainties, this product channel is clearly
unfavored and its weakness clearly indicates that NH2 be-
haves differently from both H2O and CH2, which fragment
with an appreciable probability into their respective O/C
+H2 channel. Explanation of this observation may be related
to the dynamics involved in the available reaction channels.
The ground state of NH2

+ is triplet in character meaning that
the formation of H2 in the singlet bound state is perfectly
allowed. That H2 is not observed to the same degree as it is
in H2O and CH2 may indicate that the doublet states play a
more prominent role in the initial capture step. Doublet states
are highly unfavored for the production of singlet H2, and
this would manifest itself in a decreased production of N
+H2, and an increased production of NH+H over that of N
+H+H.

B. Electronic branching

The TD distributions obtained for NH2
+ are plotted in Fig.

5. The quoted error bars are purely statistical. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the calculated maximum TD for each of
the available channels. The two observed maxima correlate
with the channels producing Ns2Dd and Ns4Sd. It is con-
cluded with certainty that both of these channels are popu-
lated in the experiment. The lack of a local maxima in the
TD distribution corresponding to the production of Ns2Pd
could indicate either a small probability for the production of
Ns2Pd or a low detection efficiency for this channel, due to
the low kinetic energy available to the fragments. These pos-
sibilities are discussed later.

FIG. 3. Composite MCA spectra showing results for the chemi-
cal branching observed for the reaction NH2

++e−. Plotted are those
raw MCA spectra obtained when the grid is out and where the
electron beam is set to coolingssolid lined and tuned to 1 eVsPd,
respectively. The masses of the fragments contributing to each peak
are indicated.

FIG. 4. Background-corrected MCA spectra obtained for the
case where the grid is in and the electron beam is onssd The best
fit to the curve is obtained using the branching ratio given in the
main text, and the inset figure gives an indication of the goodness of
the fit to these data, with the 23H peak taken as an example.
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Similar to Fig. 5, the TD data from the DR of CH2
+ are

plotted in Fig. 6. The observed maxima in the TD distribu-
tion correspond to those expected for the two available reac-
tion channels producing Cs3Pd and Cs1Dd. It is straightfor-
ward to conclude that both of these channels are significantly
populated in the experiment. As for NH2

+, the quoted error
bars are statistical.

As was observed in our earlier H2O
+ studyf25g, the indi-

vidual TD distributions arising from individual reaction
channels overlap. To obtain consistent values for these popu-
lations a Monte Carlo simulation modeling the asymptotic
momentum of the fragments was developed. A similar ap-
proach was undertaken for the TD distributions obtained
here.

It is worth noting that all of the measured TD distributions
indicate that the molecule dissociates isotropically. In the DR
of diatomic molecules with 0 eV electrons, for which ana-

lytical descriptions of the measured distance distributions ex-
ist, all experiments show an isotropic fragmentation. Impor-
tantly, this is not necessarily the case in collisions at energies
greater than 0 eV.

C. Angular distribution

It is again noted that 0 eV collisions are isotropic and that
the molecular frame is randomly oriented with respect to the
detector plane at dissociation. For each DR event the mea-
sured angle between the two hydrogen atoms and the center
of mass is a projection of the dissociation opening angle in
the molecular frame of reference. The approach employed
here is to select and analyze only those events which have
the greatest TD, since the majority of these molecules frag-
mented parallel to the detector plane, and the effect of the
projection is a minimum. Several different cuts of the experi-
mental data were made to investigate trends in the data. In
using this approach, only those events producing ground
state fragments, i.e., Ns4Sd and Cs3Pd, are analyzed as these
data are uncontaminated by contributions from the excited
states Ns2Pd ,Ns2Dd, and Cs1Dd.

Figure 7 plots data for NH2
+ ssolid lined and CH2

+ sdashed
lined representing data with TDs greater than 21.0 and 17.5
mm, respectively. There are significant differences between
the distributions. The data for CH2

+ show a much broader
preference for an open angle geometry than those for NH2

+

which has a much sharper distribution and a preference for
both an open and closed geometry. The error bars given in
the figure are entirely statistical.

Both experimental and theoretical values for the equilib-
rium ground-state geometry of the triatomic dihydride ions
CH2

+,NH2
+, and H2O

+ ions have been recently reported in the
literature f41,42g. Table I in Ref. f41g presents a detailed
overview of previous theoretical and experimental values of
the standard parameters. Of relevance, the ground state
sX3B1d geometry of NH2

+ has a minimum at
<157±7°fcossxDd=−0.92±0.05g and the ground state

FIG. 5. The measured TD distribution of all the three-body frag-
ments from the DR of NH2

+. Indicated on the figure are the limits for
the three available channels leading to Ns4Sd ,Ns2Dd, and Ns2Pd,
respectively.

FIG. 6. The measured TD distribution of all the three-body frag-
ments from the DR of CH2

+. Indicated on the figure are the maxi-
mum TD limits for the two available channels leading to Cs1Dd and
Cs3Pd, respectively.

FIG. 7. The measured H-c.m.-H angular distribution of frag-
ments from the DR of NH2

+ ssolid lined and CH2
+ sdashed lined for

selected events which have dissociated preferentially parallel to the
detector.
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sX2A1d of CH2
+ has a minimum at<140±5°fcossxDd=

−0.77±0.03g. Although both these ions are bent, the barrier
to linear geometry is small in both cases, 0.12 and 0.03 eV
for CH2

+ and NH2
+, respectively. This compares to almost 1

eV in the case of H2O
+. The present data for CH2

+ suggest a
preferred open geometry on dissociation, indicating that
there is little change in structure in moving from the ion to
the neutral after capturing the electron. In the case of NH2

+

the feature at highly bent geometries suggests that there are
instances in which the structure does change, though the data
at more open angles suggest that there are also dissociating
states which have a similar geometry to that of the ionic
ground state. Similar observations to those obtained for NH2

+

were also observed for H2O
+ f25g, where subsequent inves-

tigation showed the possible involvement of bent and super-
bent electronically excited neutral states in the DR process
f25g. Analogous states might similarly play a role in the DR
of NH2

+.

D. Energy distribution

It is also possible to study the kinetic energy sharing be-
tween the two hydrogen atoms from the imaging dataf25g.
As with the investigation of the intermolecular angle only
those events which have the greatest TD were used, and
analyzed according to Eq.s6d. As noted in our earlier paper,
these data are difficult to interpret in themselves, and only
when combined with the Monte Carlo simulations can mean-
ingful conclusions be drawnf25g. However, comparison be-
tween CH2

+, NH2
+, and the previously reported H2O

+ data
f25g is enlightening. Figure 8 plots all these data. It is noted
that the data have been scaled, in both axes, to facilitate
comparison. There are some similarities and differences
among the distributions. For NH2

+ ssolid lined, the distribu-
tion is more clearly peaked than for CH2

+ sdashed lined and
H2O

+ sdotted lined. Furthermore, though the distribution ob-

tained for CH2
+ is similar to that of H2O

+, it is not as broad.
Clearly, the available reaction energy is distributed differ-
ently in each case. As in the earlier figures, the selected error
bars given in the figure are entirely statistical.

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

To obtain some quantitative understanding of these impor-
tant reaction parameters, a Monte Carlo simulation was em-
ployed. A description and discussion of the simulation can be
found in Ref. f25g. Since the publication of this method,
additional experimental effects have been included in the
simulation. Two sources of additional reaction energy avail-
able to the fragments, arising from the rotational energy of
the parent molecule as well as the higher energy collisions in
the toroidal regions of the electron cooler, have now been
considered. The effects were included in a recent imaging-
based study on the DR of NO+ where they played a signifi-
cant role in understanding the experimental observations
f43g.

A. Rotational energy

Whilst there is sufficient evidence to conclude that a few
seconds storage is sufficient to allow vibrationally excited
molecular ions with a permanent dipole moment to decay to
their vibrational ground state, the same cannot be said for
rotationally excited molecules. Such conclusions were based
on DR studies of H3

+ f2,44g. In the experiments presented
here it is assumed that the rotational temperatureTrot is de-
scribed by the filament temperature in the ion source, i.e.,
Trot<1000 K. Including the effects of the rotational tempera-
ture is not as straightforward as for diatomic molecules.
However, since our interest is in the general effect, several
simplifying assumptions have been made which will not mir-
ror reality but which will make calculation easier.

For NH2
+, the low-lying barrier<200 cm−1s=0.025 eVd to

linearity means that atTrot<1000 K there is sufficient rota-
tional energy for the majority of the molecules to be linear. A
rotational constant of 8.022 966 cm−1 has been reported for
linear NH2

+ f45g.
For CH2

+, the energy required to linearitys0.12 eVd is
larger than could be expected from the rotational distribution
in the source. The complexity involved in accurately deter-
mining the energy stored in the rotational levels of a nonlin-
ear asymmetric top molecule is beyond the model’s simple
requirement. However, a simplified and accepted approach
f46g treats the energy in each rotational level as the same as
that of a linear molecule with an average of the three indi-
vidual rotational constants. Using data given in Graberet al.
f41g, the three rotational constants are found to be 67.8649,
8.0624, and 7.2063 cm−1, respectively, giving a value of
27.7112 cm−1 which is used in the calculation.

B. Toroidal sections

In addition to the 85 cm length of the electron cooler
where the velocity vector of the ions and electrons are par-
allel, there are two short sections where the electrons are
bent in to and out from the cooler. As the angle between the

FIG. 8. Energy distribution for the two hydrogen atoms for
events which preferentially dissociate parallel to the detector. Data
from the current ions, NH2

+ ssolid lined, and CH2
+ sdashed lined, are

plotted with those data for H2O
+ sdotted lined from our earlier work

f25g. Data have been scaled in both axes to facilitate comparison.
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two beams increases, the relative collision energy also in-
creases. This so-called “toroidal effect,” though well charac-
terized and considered in all measurements of DR cross sec-
tions ssee Ref.f47g for a thorough discussiond, was only
recently included in the analysis of imaging data in studying
the DR of NO+ f43g. The same approach was used in the
simulations carried out here, with one notable difference. For
both CH2

+ and NH2
+ branching data at nonzero collision en-

ergies are not available. An equal branching between the
available channels was considered and the sensitivity of this
assumption was tested by using different values. The magni-
tude of the contribution in each part of the toroidal region
depends on the DR cross section, and the data reported by
Vikor et al. f30g for NH2

+ and by Larsonet al. f29g for CH2
+

were used in the calculation.

VI. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS

The results obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations
are presented here and, to simplify the discussion, the main
experimental parameters are considered separately.

A. Branching ratio

To obtain the electronic branching the simulation was run
for each of the available kinetic energies of the possible
branches and states. The obtained TD distributions were then
independently scaled until the sum of these data sets best
matched the experimentally measured distributions. The
branching ratio between the populated channels was then
given by the ratio of these scaling factors.

It was initially assumed from the NH2
+ data that the reac-

tion channel producing Ns2Pd was not populated, and the
simulation allows us to investigate this in more detail. Figure
9 plots the experimentally determined TD datasPd together
with the simulation. TD data for the three available channels,
Ns2Pd sdot-dashed lined, Ns2Dd sdotted lined, and Ns4Sd
sdashed lined are plotted with the sum of these scaled distri-
butionsssolid lined. The inset in Fig. 9 shows an expanded
view of data at low values of TD. Since there is no obvious
peak corresponding to the channel leading to Ns2Pd, the am-
plitude of this channel has been scaled such that the summed
TD curve best fits the experimental data.

The effect of the foil has been included in this simulation.
The foil actively discriminates against fragments with a low
transverse kinetic energy, since the hydrogen atoms strike the
foil and are stopped. From the simulation, 4% of Ns4Sd, 9%
of Ns2Dd, and 45% of Ns2Pd events are lost due to the foil,
respectively. Including other sources of uncertainty, i.e.,
mostly due to the fitting procedure, the final percentage frac-
tions for Ns4Sd :Ns2Dd :Ns2Pd are 0.53s4d:0.45s5d:0.02s2d.

From the fit, only 2% of DR events produce Ns2Pd. The
low kinetic energy release coupled with the foil complicates
detection of this channel. The simulation indicates that a sig-
nificant population of this channel, i.e.,<10%, would almost
certainly have been observed in the TD distribution. It is
concluded that the majority of DR events lead to the produc-
tion of Ns4Sd and Ns2Dd, with almost equal probability, and
though the production of Ns2Pd cannot be completely ruled

out it is unfavored. The fit to the data is not perfect, and it is
possible that there are effects in the case of NH2

+ which have
not been sufficiently considered in the simulation, e.g., we
have overestimated the resolution. However, it is noted that
the data obtained from both CH2

+ and H2O
+ f25g are fit much

better.
For CH2

+ the situation is more straightforward. Figure 10
plots the experimentally determined TD datasPd together
with the results from the simulation. TD data calculated for
Cs1Dd sdotted lined and Cs3Pd sdashed lined are plotted to-

FIG. 9. The experimentally determined TDsPd of all the three-
body fragments from the DR of NH2

+. Also plotted are the indi-
vidual TD calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation for the three
available channels, Ns2Pd sdot-dash lined, Ns2Dd sdotted lined and
Ns4Sd sdashed lined. The individual distributions have been inde-
pendently scaled such that their totalssolid lined gives the best
approximation to the experimentally measured data. The inset
shows an expanded view of data at low values of TD.

FIG. 10. The experimentally determined TDsPd of the three-
body fragments from the DR of CH2

+, together with the distributions
calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation for the two available
channels leading to the production of Cs1Dd sdashed lined and
Cs3Pd sdotted lined. These distributions have been independently
scaled such that their totalssolid lined gives the best approximation
to the experimentally measured data.
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gether with the sum of these distributionsssolid lined scaled
to yield the best approximation to the experimentally mea-
sured data. 5% of Cs3Pd, and 10% of Cs1Dd events are lost
due to the foil. Using the obtained fitted scaling factors gives
a final branching fraction to the channels, Cs3Pd :Cs1Dd, of
0.51s4d:0.49s5d.

B. Angular distribution

In our previous paper on H2O
+ a good interpretation of

the geometry of the dissociating states was obtained by com-
paring the measured angular distributionxD with that pre-
dicted from a purely random initial distributionxi in the
molecular framessee Fig. 11 in Ref.f25gd. Figure 11 plots
the comparison data obtained for CH2

+ sdashed lined and NH2
+

ssolid lined.
To investigate the fragmentation of H2O

+ an initial distri-
bution xi was created via trial and error for which the simu-
lated and experimentalxD were in acceptable agreement. The
ratio of these distributions compared well with the ratio of
the trial and isotropicxi distributionsssee the bottom panel
of Fig. 12 in Ref.f25gd.

Since this approach worked well, an initialxi distribution
was obtained from the isotropic distribution and the
experimental/isotropicxD ratio. Figure 12 plots the isotropic
sdotted lined xi distribution, together with the calculated CH2

+

sdashed lined and NH2
+ ssolid lined xi distributions. The ear-

lier conclusions are borne out. The initial NH2 angular dis-
tribution shows a preferenceshigher than expected from a
random distributiond for bent and linear geometries, whilst
that of CH2 shows a preference for open geometries.

C. H atom energy distribution

In the simulation the distribution of energy is param-
etrized byrs=vH2

2 /vH1

2 d. As in our earlier study, three expres-
sions for r were used to investigate our observations,r

=1,r=0.1, andr=r, respectivelyf25g. The first of these
cases describes equal energy sharing. The second is where
one atom gets 90% of the available energy. The last case
represents a flat distribution of values between 0 and 1. Re-
sults for each of these cases are plotted in Fig. 13. Experi-
mental datas-P-d for NH2

+ and CH2
+ are displayed in the top

and bottom panel, respectively, together with the results for
r=1 ssolid lined, r=0.1 sdashed lined, andr=r sdotted lined.

None of these cases proves a perfect fit to the experimen-
tal data. However, the results do provide some interesting
insights. The caser=0.1 is by far the worst description of
both the CH2

+ and NH2
+ experimental data. The significant

maxima in the NH2
+ data are well described byr=1, rather

than the case wherer=r, though some broadening is neces-
sary to completely describe the data. The case ofr=1 would
be highly indicative of a strictly simultaneous breakup,
where both the H-N bonds are synchronously stretched to the
point of dissociation. Though the peak is a good match, the
broadening, together with the large wings, indicates that the
dissociation might not be strictly simultaneous. Since the
peak in the distribution is so well defined, it is interesting to
investigate what function ofr is mainly responsible for it.
The top panelsad in Fig. 14 displays the experimental data
for NH2

+ s-P-d together with the results obtained from the
simulation for the case wherer=0.4+r 30.6 and the inset
graph in this panel plots the distribution ofr. This function
of r predicts the maximum difference in the energy between
the hydrogen atoms is 2.5, i.e.,vH2

2 /vH1

2 =0.4,vH1

2 =2.5vH2

2 .
From the CH2

+ data, the distribution is very much broader
than the case whenr=1, and is more similar to the case
wherer=r. This is similar to that of H2O

+. Thus it is even
more clear for CH2

+ than it was for NH2
+ that fragmentation

does not proceed via a strictly simultaneous mechanism and
that the dissociation is best described by an asynchronous
concerted mechanism. As implemented for NH2

+, the function
of r which best described the experimental data was inves-
tigated. The bottom panelsbd in Fig. 14 displays both the
experimental data for CH2

+ s-P-d together with the results
obtained from the simulation for the case wherer=0.2+r

FIG. 11. The ratio of thexD distribution observed in the experi-
ment sFig. 7d to that obtained from the simulation where the
H-c.m.-H angle is unconstrained. Such data are plotted for both
CH2

+ sdashed lined and NH2
+ ssolid lined.

FIG. 12. Suggested initialxi angular distributions for CH2
+

sdashed lined and NH2
+ ssolid lined obtained from the isotropic dis-

tribution sdotted lined and thexD ratios given in Fig. 11.
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30.8, with the inset graph showing the distribution ofr
obtained. The maximum difference in the energy between the
hydrogen atoms is 5, i.e.,vH2

2 /vH1

2 =0.2,vH1

2 =5vH2

2 .
No comprehensive interpretation of the observed behavior

can be made. However, it is worth noting that for the tri-
atomic systems studied so far, as the ion ground state moves
away from a linear geometry the product H atom energy
distribution becomes more randomsr=rd. We have no
mechanistic explanation for this observation.

VII. DISCUSSION

To provide a clear basis for discussion, Table II collects
together all of the results obtained from our DR studies of
CH2

+, NH2
+, and OH2

+. For each ion, the initial state data are
listed, i.e., the ionization energysIEd the minimum angle
geometryQe, and the character of the state. The results for
the chemical branching, following DR with zero-eV elec-

trons, are given in columns 3–5, with the data for CH2
+ f29g,

NH2
+ spresent datad, and OH2

+ f31g, respectively. Columns
6–10 detail the information obtained from the investigations
into the three-body fragmentation channels, with data for
CH2

+ and NH2
+ reported here and for H2O

+ from Ref. f25g.
The branching fractions given in column 8 have been pre-
dicted from two models, the first described in Ref.f25g and,
in brackets, from that used in Ref.f43g. The data for NH2

+

and CH2
+ are plotted in columns 9 and 10, and for H2O

+ as
reported in Ref.f25g.

Two simple methods have been recently used to predict
the branching in DR. One was developed to model the DR of
diatomic moleculesf48g and used in the recent investigation
into the DR of NO+ f43g. The second was used to study the
three-body fragmentation of H2O

+ f25g. Both models involve
considering the electronic degeneracy of the reaction prod-
ucts, with the latter model also considering the available ki-
netic energy to account for the translational degrees of free-
dom, and both represent purely statistical approaches to the
DR reaction, and absolutely do not consider any underlying
dynamical processes.

FIG. 13. Energy distributions for the two hydrogen atoms for
events which preferentially dissociate parallel to the detector. Ex-
perimental data for NH2

+ are given in the upper panelsad and for
CH2

+ in the lower panelsbd. Experimental data for each cases-P-d
are plotted and compared with three different simulated cases for
ther parameter,r being the ratio of the H atom energies. The three
cases arer=1.0 ssolid lined, r=0.1 sdashed lined, andr=r sdotted
lined. The first case corresponds to the situation where the energy is
always equally shared. The second case is where one atom always
gets 90%. The last case represents a flat distribution of values be-
tween 0 and 1.

FIG. 14. Energy distributions for the two hydrogen atoms for
events which preferentially dissociate parallel to the detector. Ex-
perimental datas-P-d for NH2

+ and for CH2
+ are given in the upper

sad and lowersbd panels, respectively. These data are plotted and
compared with a “best fit” simulation for ther parameterssolid
lined, r=0.4+r 30.6 andr=0.2+r 30.8 for NH2

+ and CH2
+, respec-

tively, and wherer is a random number from a flat distribution of
values between 0 and 1. The inset graph in each panel plots the
distribution ofr used in that particular simulation.
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The results from these models generally compare well
with experimental observations, for the diatomicf43,48g and
three-body DR processesf25g, and the data presented here
represent another test of these models, especially the latter.
In both models the degeneracies due to the product hydrogen
atoms were ignored as they occur in all channels.

For NH2, the degeneracies of the three possible excitation
states of nitrogen, Ns4Sd ,Ns2Dd, and Ns2Pd, are 4, 10, and 6,

respectively. The Ns4Sd :Ns2Dd :Ns2Pd branching fractions
predicted by the diatomic and three-body models are
0.20:0.50:0.30, and 0.36:0.54:0.10, respectively. Both meth-
ods predict Ns2Dd to be the dominant product at<50%.
However, they differ regarding the second-most dominant
channel. The diatomic model predicts Ns2Pd to be more fa-
vored than Ns4Sd while the three-body model predicts the
opposite. While there is a disagreement, both clearly predict

TABLE II. Table of DR results for CH2
+,NH2

+, and H2O
+. For each ion, column 2 lists the initial state data, i.e., the ionization energy IE,

the minimum angle geometryQe, and the character of the state. Columns 3 and 4, respectively, list the available fragmentation channels with
their kinetic energies assuming ground-state fragments, following DR with 0-eV electrons. Column 5 gives the results for the DR reaction
as measured at CRYRING. Columns 6–10 list those data associated with the investigations into the competition between the available
three-body fragmentation channels. Column 6 lists the available channels, giving the excitation state of the heavy atom as well as the kinetic
energy associated with that channel. Column 7 lists the obtained experimental branching results while column 8 shows the predictions
obtained from models used in Ref.f25g and in sRef. f43gd. Finally, columns 9 and 10 show a graphical representation of the angular
distribution and kinetic-energy distribution between the H-atom fragments, respectively, for selected reactions leading to the production of
the ground-state heavy fragments only. For the plots in column 9, open linear geometry is to the left and small-angle geometry to the right.

aData taken from the NIST webbookf36g.
bValues forQe taken from the data reported in Table I of Graberet al. f41g.
cData for IE sNH2d taken from Dykef35g.
dBranching data from the DR of CH2

+ taken from Larsonet al. f29g.
eData reported here.
fBranching data from the DR of H2O

+ taken from Rosénet al. f31g.
gValues obtained from models used in our earlier workf25g and, in brackets, from Hellberget al. f43g.
hData reported in our earlier work on H2O

+ f25g.
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a significant production of Ns2Pd. Using the prediction from
the diatomic model of a 0.30 branching to Ns2Pd, results
from the Monte Carlo simulation indicate the channel should
be clearly visible in the TD distribution data. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 15.

For CH2, the degeneracy of the two possible excitation
states of carbon, Cs3Pd and Cs1Dd, are 9 and 5, respectively.
These values are identical to those of the Os3Pd and Os1Dd
products in the DR of H2O

+ and, with similar kinetic ener-
gies, the three-body model predicts the similar result that the
production of Cs3Pd is preferred by a factor of 3. The di-
atomic model predicts the same result. This is in clear dis-
agreement with the experimental observation that both chan-
nels are almost equally populated.

Thus both models fail to predict the experimentally ob-
served branching fractions with the same success as for
H2O

+. For H2O
+ it was still concluded from the degree of

dynamics observed to be occurring that it was unlikely that
the branching would be purely statistical and agreement with
the model prediction was fortuitousf25g. This is most clearly
demonstrated when comparing H2O

+ and CH2
+. The three-

body fragmentation model predicts the same branching frac-
tions in both of these cases, and yet the measurements give
vastly different branching behavior.

It is difficult to reconcile the generally good agreement of
the diatomic model for diatomic DR reactions and the poor
agreement of both models with respect to the three-body
results reported here. The conclusion that dynamics plays a
large role in the DR process, and that the reaction cannot be
described by a simple statistical model, cannot then be ig-
nored.

Consideration of the dynamics involved in the three-body
fragmentation process is nontrivial. The earlier study on
H2O

+ highlighted the chronic lack of available information
on those states which might play a role in the process. From
an experimental perspective, information on these states is
usually obtained from photodissociation studies and, from a
theoretical point of view, the complexity of such states
makes calculation extremely complicated. For example, of
the 50 states predicted for H2O only 9 have known/

calculated potential functions. Even with such limited data,
trajectory calculations showed that three-body fragmentation
was a natural outcome of the dynamics on those surfaces
f25g. Most states produced ground state Os3Pd oxygen, with
only the highest state leading to an appreciable amount of
Os1Dd. Unfortunately, this surface is almost 3 eV below the
ionization energy of H2O, and the contribution of those states
within this region could not be determined. Interestingly, it is
reported that photodissociation of H2O at wavelengths
shorter than Lyman-a, i.e., from surfaces closer to the ion-
ization limit, gave higher Os1Dd productionf49g. The calcu-
lations performed indicated a significant degree of mixing of
triplet and singlet surfaces, via conical intersections, and also
of importance, that these surfaces showed a large range in
geometries, e.g., from a superbent 15° to a linear 180°f25g.
All of these observations and calculations supported the ex-
perimental observations in DR of H2O

+.
A similar situation exists for NH2 and CH2. There are few

data available for high-lying surfaces which could play a
large role in the DR process, especially with respect to the
three-body breakup of the molecule. More readily available
information on lower-lying surfaces are available, which
might provide indications of potential changes in geometry
that may also be reflected in higher-lying states.

The NH2 ground stateX̃2B1 has a minimum geometry at
<103° f12,50–53g, and the minimum geometry of the first

Ã2A1 s<1.38 eV aboveX̃2B1d and secondB̃2B2 s<4.34 eV

above X̃2B1d excited states are reported to be at<145°
f51–53g, and<95° f50,52g, respectively.

In addition, Biehlet al., from vacuum ultravioletsvuvd
studies, report the geometry for two much higher-lying

states, namely 22A1sA8d s<7.8 eV above X̃2B1d and

12A2/32B1 s<9.4 eV aboveX̃2B1d, to be<103° and<180°,
respectivelyf12g. Furthermore, geometries of the lowest-
lying electronic states of NH2

+ may be also relevant, as Ryd-
berg states that converge to these ions may also be accessible
in the current experiment. For the two lowest excited states,

ã1A1 and b̃1B1, Stephenset al. f51g report geometries that
have minima at<108° and<180°, respectively.

There is a broad range in the geometry of the excited
states in NH2, certainly in the higher-lying Rydberg levels
converging to the excited ionic states. If, on attaching an
electron, the ion moves from the linear groundsX2A1d state
to any of the states having bent or superbent geometry, this
must involve a high degree in change in torque of the mol-
ecule, coupled with a large change in the bending potentials
of the molecular system. Furthermore, moving to dissocia-
tive surfaces with the same geometry as the ground state
would involve no such radical changes.

Conical intersections allow the system to move between
such different surfaces. The effect of these was calculated
and used to describe the observations by Dixonet al. in their
photodissociation study of H2O f33g and also in our interpre-
tation of the DR study of H2O

+ f25g. From detailed calcula-
tions, Brandiet al. f50g report two low-lying conical inter-
sections which they conclude are of importance to the
photodissociation dynamics of NH2. One such intersection,

between theÃ2A1 and B̃2B2 states, occurs atR<2.08 Å,u

FIG. 15. Data plotted as for Fig. 9 using the branching ratios
predicted using the model suggested by Hellberget al. f43g.
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<68°, and about 4.76 eV above the groundX̃2B1 state mini-
mum. The second intersection, between the 12p and 12o−

states, occurs at CH bond lengths of<1.027 Å and<1.65 Å

and is about 5.11 eV above the groundX̃2B1 state minimum.
The experimental observation that the NH2 molecule has

a preference to dissociate from a combination of both open
and bent geometries indicates that there are several states
involved in the reaction process, and that the dynamics in-
volved are significant.

Many impressive calculations, one-dimensionals1Dd, 2D,
and 3D, have been reported by the group of van Hemert
f54–60g in investigating the photodissociation of CH2. Spe-
cial consideration is given to triplet surfaces as well as the
influence of coupled states/conical intersections, the latter
aspect being driven by the work of Yarkony and co-workers
f61–63g. Conical intersections play vital roles in such nona-
diabatic processes as photodissociation of CH2, e.g.,

CH2sX 3B1d + hn → CH2s2,3 3A9d → CH2s23A9d s7d

→CHsX 2Pd + Hs2Sd , s8d

as they occur in the Franck-Condon region of the ground
statef63g. However, arriving at the necessary couplings is
nontrivial f60,61g. Conical intersections and surface cross-
ings play a large role in the dissociation dynamics, leading to
a mixing of singlet and triplet products, and such data are
vital if a complete understanding of the dissociation dynam-
ics, even for small systems, is to be reached.

The main aim of the calculations on the photodissociation
dynamics of CH2 have been geared to understanding the
two-product photodissociation channels, CH+H and C+H2,
with the asymptotes for the calculated surfaces just indicat-
ing which of the bimolecular products are bound with respect
to that surface. The same level of understanding existed for
the surfaces in H2O, before these data were extended in an
attempt to probe the experimental DR resultsf24g by includ-
ing the possibility of three-body products. Relating these
same asymptotes to the character of the three separate atoms,
as well as to the bimolecular channels, the higher-lying states
predominantly followed the channels leading to three-
particle fragmentationssee Table V in Ref.f25gd Even for the
two lowest surfaces, complete fragmentation is still pre-
dicted, though only at a few percent. Knowledge of the
three-particle asymptotes is necessary for a more complete
picture of the relevant dynamics. To some extent, van
Hemert and co-workers do make reference to the three-body
asymptotes in their investigation of the dynamics of the high
triplet A9 andA8 states in CH2 f58g. For the second excited
triplet state 23A9 they note a conical intersection, resulting
from a crossing of the 13A2 and 23B1 states. For large val-
ues of the symmetric stretch co-ordinate the state assumesA2
character, and increasing this co-ordinate the asymptote of
Cs3Pd+H+H at 7.99 eV is reached. On the higher-lying
5 3A9 state they note many adiabatic surface crossings, and
that the symmetric stretch motion is bound with the asymp-
tote of Cs1Dd+H+H at 9.42 eV. For high-lyingA8 states,
they report that for large values of the symmetric stretch
motion, the 43A9 state couples to the asymptote of Cs1Dd

+H+H at around 10 eV. These calculations show that the
production of both ground and first excited state carbon at-
oms is possible from states which are accessible from the DR
reaction.

Completely relevant calculations reported in the literature
for the three-body dissociation channel are almost nonexist-
ent. However, with the multiconfiguration self-consistent
field sMCSCFd method in a complete active spacesCASd as
a general basis, Minaev and Larsson using the linear re-
sponsesLRd approach have calculated ten excited triplet and
singlet states of CH2 to investigate the three-body dissocia-
tion channelf64g. To achieve a suitable degree of consis-
tency in the results and interpretation of the calculations,
Minaev and Larsson reproduced earlier results of van Hemert
and co-workersf54g with respect to the two-body dissocia-
tion channels. Though qualitatively good agreement was
reached with a simple geometry optimization, the MCSCF
method severely underestimated the adiabatic ionization en-
ergy, 9.65 eV rather than 10.4 eV. However, LR calculations
on the excited methylene states gave extremely good agree-
ment with the results of van Hemert and co-workers and so
the defect in the MCSCF calculation was corrected by incor-
porating the LR technique and using the2og

+ state as a ref-
erencessee Table 3 in Ref.f64gd. Minaev and Larsson con-
cluded that the 12ou

− state was the sole candidate state for
the DR process. The potential-energy curve for this state
crosses the ionic ground state close to the vibrational ground
state, and is also bound to the asymptote leading to the pro-
duction of Cs3Pd+2Hs2Sd. They note that this channel is not
accessible by optical means from the ground state, since al-
though the electric dipole transitionX3og

−→13ou
− is allowed

by selection rules, the transition moment is close to zero. It is
therefore not surprising that this channel has not been ob-
served in high-energy, i.e., vuv, studies. They also comment
that the same state correlates with the 33A2 state, known to
have an equilibrium angle of 172°. They further concluded
that most of the other triplet states have large barriers to the
three-body DR process, as is also the case for the singlet
states they calculated, and so these states were not studied
further.

For the 33A2 state, correlation between theD2h and C2v
point groups indicates that the state dissociates to the
Cs3Pd+2Hs2Sd limit at linear structure, but dissociates to the
Cs1Dd+2Hs2Sd limit when the bond angle is 132°. Their in-
terpretation that only this state fits the requirements of the
DR process was supported by direct MCSCF calculations
with a much larger complete active spaces and basis set. The
importance of the3A2 states to the three-body dissociation
channels was also observed in other calculationsf58g.

In their detailed investigation of the ionic ground state
Minaev and Larsson noted that one quantum of symmetric
stretch would almost bring the state into resonance with the
33A2 statessee Fig. 5 in their paperd. They concluded that
easily excited bending vibrations would greatly assist the
electron capture step, as well as enhance the three-body frag-
mentation process. The theoretical conclusion that this state
is tied to Cs3Pd production with a linear configuration is
matched by the experimental observation that events produc-
ing Cs3Pd predominantly dissociate from an open angle ge-
ometry.
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Finally, comment is made regarding the observed distri-
bution of available kinetic energy. The case where the energy
is always shared equally would best be described as a strictly
simultaneous mechanism, involving the simultaneous
stretching of bothX-H bonds beyond the point of dissocia-
tion. Data for the two different ions reported here showed
that there was a larger degree of equality in energy distribu-
tion, more so for NH2 than for CH2, than was observed for
H2O. The role of the stretching modes on these surfaces
becomes important when considering the dynamics, some-
thing concluded by Minaev and Larssonf64g, as well as from
the work of van Hemert’s groupf58g, in their studies of CH2.
Their conclusions would then suggest a more equal energy
distribution than is observed. However, the theoretical calcu-
lations also showed for these surfaces that angular motion
between bent and linear geometries is practically barrierless,
so that bending modes of the molecule will play a role in the
dynamics. A combination of bend and stretch motion could
introduce radical differences in the length of the C-H bonds,
as the torque on the molecule becomes important. These, and
similar, effects could explain the experimental observations.

Relevant theoretical data are available for NH2. It is im-
portant to note that, unlike H2O and CH2, the production of
H2 in the DR reaction is almost nonexistent. There are a
significant number of events which dissociate from states
having a small angle geometry, somehow preferring close
H-H emission, and this could indicate that additional effects
need to be considered. The ground state of NH2

+ is triplet in
character and spin conservation strictly does not forbid H2 to
be formed in the singlet bound state. This leads to the pos-
sibility that doublet states are more prominent in the initial
capture step. If the system then finds itself on a bent doublet
surface the formation of a bound H2 molecule is highly un-
likely and the production of NH+H and N+2H is more fa-
vored. When compared to H2O and CH2, the channel which
benefits from the lack of a favorable N+H2 dissociative
pathway is that leading to NH+H rather than N+2H. It
could then be the case that in a bent configuration, the repul-
sion between the hydrogen atoms leads to a difference in the
stretching modes, with one bond stretched more than the
other. This would have the consequence that the production
of NH+H would be more favored but may also lead, in the
three-body channel, to a spread in the H atom kinetic ener-
gies. For both CH2 and NH2 it is clear that the reaction is not
a symmetric mechanism but, like H2O, is best described by
an asynchronous concerted mechanism.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The fragmentation of the amidogensNH2d and methylene
sCH2d radicals has been studied via the process of dissocia-
tive recombination sDRd. In particular, the three-body
breakup of these molecules, the most dominant DR reaction
channel, has been investigated. Data on the chemical branch-
ing of NH2 indicate that this molecule behaves differently
than CH2, as well as H2O and other small polyatomicXH2
molecules. This is shown in the almost nonexistent N+H2
product channel, the similar channel being populated at
<10% in the DR of otherXH2 molecules. The ground state

of NH2
+ is triplet in character, and spin conservation allows

the formation of a bound singlet H2. As such, it might be the
case that doublet states play the largest role in the initial
capture step. Furthermore, the dynamics of the initial capture
plays a large role in the reaction and the process cannot be
considered to be entirely statistical in nature.

Comparison of the three-body fragmentation dynamics of
the two systems studied here with those of water also show
that these molecules behave very differently. CH2 is ob-
served to dissociate with an open-angle geometry, much like
the geometry of the ionic and neutral ground states. NH2 and
H2O dissociate from both open- and closed-angle geom-
etries, differing from the geometries of the ionic and ground
states. The partitioning of the available kinetic energy be-
tween the hydrogen atom fragments has also been investi-
gated, and the systems also show significant differences.
NH2 is observed to fragment with a more equal sharing of
the reaction energy, while CH2 and H2O show a greater de-
gree of randomization of the reaction energy, with the energy
distribution observed for H2O being completely random. It is
worth noting that as the ion ground state moves away from a
linear geometry, the product H atom energy distribution be-
comes more random. The competition between the available
three-body fragmentation channels also shows differences,
with CH2 and NH2 observed to populate equally the chan-
nels producing the ground statefCs3Pd ,Ns4Sdg and first ex-
cited statefCs1Dd ,Ns2Ddg heavy atoms, while H2O showed a
factor of 3 preference to populate the channel producing the
ground state Os3Pd rather than first excited state Os1Dd at-
oms. Simple models based on the electronic degeneracy of
the available products have been suggested to predict such
populations of DR product channels, i.e., purely statistical
models. The first was used to predict the three-body popula-
tion channels for H2O f25g and the second to predict the
fragmentation of NO+ f43g. The model for H2O correctly
predicted the factor of 3 preference for ground-state oxygen
atoms and the model used for NO also gave a good agree-
ment with the experimental data. However, both models fail
to predict the observed branching for CH2 and NH2. This
leads to the conclusion that the prediction for H2O was prob-
ably fortuitous. As with H2O, there is a general lack of in-
formation related to the three-body dynamics on the
potential-energy surfacessPESsd involved in the DR reac-
tion, especially those in the high-energy region close to the
ionization region. However, the observations made from the
modeling on H2O with known PESs indicated that the dy-
namics occurring on these surfaces played a significant role
in the DR process, especially in the regions of avoided
crossings/conical intersections.

All of the observations made from the DR experiments,
both the general and the detailed three-body breakup, to-
gether with what we learned from the modeling of H2O and
what is known about the potential-energy surfaces for all of
these molecules leads to the conclusion that even though
such systems are very similar in nature, they display very
dissimilar DR reaction dynamics. This suggests that finding a
simple, system-independent theory to describe all of the as-
pects of the DR reaction may not be so simple after all.
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